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BLOCKCHAIN REPORT 

FOREWORD 

 

The crypto market has been in a recession since the end of November of last year. After a 

great comeback from the dip in May, we saw the major cryptos testing all-time highs right before 

thanksgiving, when a wave of uncertainty hit the investors. The fear of a “crypto winter” led the 

biggest holders to sell some of the profits. A couple of days after Bitcoin failed to cross the 70k 

price point, the biggest liquidated volume in 2021 happened, with over 1.3 billion dollars hitting the 

markets and driving Bitcoin price down almost 10k, in just one day. 

Bitcoin still commands the directions where the market is heading to. The investors are now 

paying close attention to what is happening and trying to understand if the Bitcoin cycle can be 

broken, avoiding a bear market until the next halving. 

The main catalyst for this would be the awaited regulation of the cryptocurrencies market 

by the main financial regulators across the world, however, the war in Ukraine has raised much 

bigger problems for the world, putting this matter on a stand-by. 

Big corporations are taking advantage of this downward trend to load up on 

cryptocurrencies while crypto is being used on both sides of the war to facilitate transactions while 

traditional currencies depreciate at a fast rate. 

As the last few blockchain reports from the club, this one intends to take a look at the market, 

how it stands, and what are the expectations for the near future. In this report, we will be analyzing 

the Solana blockchain project. A promising blockchain with one of the fastest transfers times. 

 

Rodrigo Pinto Pinheiro 
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PANORAMIC OVERVIEW OF THE MARKET 

 

 

2022 GENERAL OVERVIEW 

The cryptocurrencies market appears to be stagnated. Since the beginning of the bull 

market, major moves occurred mainly due to news announcing that big enterprises would be 

adopting and accepting crypto. The market was extremely volatile and worked with “hype”. The 

market seems rather stable now with a downward trend, however, one thing is certain, crypto came 

to stay. Big corporations are taking advantage of this downward trend to load up on 

cryptocurrencies since crypto is the future independently of what governments do.  

Taking an overall look at the market we can see that market cap leader cryptocurrencies 

have taken a tumble and smaller-cap coins with new applications have had fantastic growth, that is 

the case for LUNA token. 

 

 

Figure 1 - The price growth was computed from the simplest form of calculating returns: (Recent Price – 

Past Price)/Past Price (Source: CoinMarketCap) 

The market is no longer premature, there are several options nowadays for those who don’t 

want to take the risk of losing all their investments in one day. For instance, staking is a way that 

allows you to provide your own cryptocurrencies via an exchange Staking Crypto does not 

necessarily need to be done via a Centralized Exchange. In fact, it is arguably safer to self-custody 

your own coins on your wallet of choice and manually choose the validator you want to stake using 

the proof-of-stake process. It's a reliable way of passive income. In essence, it works as a way to 

gain money with your crypto holdings that would otherwise lie flat in your crypto wallet. The most 
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staked cryptocurrencies are as follows: Solana, Cardano, Ether 2.0, and Luna. Taking a closer look 

at Ether and Luna, Ether can offer up to 5%, not the best in the crypto space but a rather sound 

option for a defensive investor. Luna on the other side can earn up to 10%. Luna is the native 

cryptocurrency of Terra, an open-source, public blockchain that allows its users to issue their own 

stablecoins which trail different fiat currencies. The stablecoin prices are maintained by algorithms 

and Terra’s LUNA token. 

 

ETHEREUM ROADMAP 2.0 

During this year, Ethereum will finally make the transition from PoW to PoS, a long-awaited 

update that marks the cryptocurrency future. This shift is part of 3 phases that will redefine 

Ethereum as a crypto coin. The first phase is the Beacon Chain. This phase will essentially lay the 

foundations that will allow Ethereum 2.0 to scale into a more efficient crypto. This phase will only 

add the transition from PoW to PoS and the possibility to do staking with Ether. The second phase 

due to the second half of 2022 is the Merge. In this phase, the Ethereum Mainnet will merge with 

Ethereum 2.0 marking the official transition to PoS. This transition will eliminate the need for energy-

intensive mining and instead the network is secured by staked ether. 

The third and last phase is expected, the Sharding, an upgrade of scalability and capacity, 

will take place in 2023. According to Ethereum team sharing is the process of splitting a database 

horizontally to spread the transaction load. In an Ethereum context, sharding will reduce the network 

congestion and increase transactions per second creating new chains, known as “shards”. 

 

WORMHOLE HACK 

On the 2nd of February 2022, Wormhole, a bridge connecting Solana and Ethereum got 

exploited in a hack that made over $320M disappear from the smart contracts holding users locked 

ETH and fall into the hands of the unknown hacker. 

Apparently, a vulnerability on the Solana side of the bridge allowed the malicious actor to 

mint over 120.000 wrapped ETH tokens (wETH) on the Solana blockchain and consequently use 

those tokens to retrieve over 90.000 ETH on the Ethereum blockchain. 

$320M sounds like an absolutely outrageous amount of money to be lost in a single hack, but 

unfortunately, this was not the biggest the industry has ever seen. In fact, an attack almost double 
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the size (if measured by the value of tokens in dollars lost) to Poly Network in August 2021 takes 

the number one spot in this sad but very real category. 

In general, the bridge in question, Wormhole, works the same way as most others. A user 

takes his funds native to chain A, deposits them in the bridge’s smart contract, and on the other 

side, chain B, receives a wrapped version of those assets. This means that the user can now use 

the funds he had on chain A to interact with Dapps on chain B. Note that the assets from chain A 

are locked, which means that he can only get them back by depositing the wrapped version of 

those assets back into the smart-contract (this time on chain B’s side) in order to burn them and 

regain access to his funds on chain A. This is nothing more than locking your ERC-20 tokens in a 

smart contract in order to mint SPL tokens pegged to your original ERC-20’s on the Solana 

blockchain. 

Bridges whether trusted or trust minimized, albeit useful, still raise a lot of questions 

regarding security, and rightfully so. This unfortunate episode shows why many users still refrain 

from using bridges which also tend to be quite expensive. 

Gladly, all the funds were quickly restored according to Wormhole, the company behind the 

Wormhole bridge and apparently no one actually lost their funds, though we cannot confirm this. 

How they were restored and who restored them is a question and a story in itself though, and falls 

outside the scope of this report. 

 

IBC ADOPTION ON THE RISE 

It is not news that the Cosmos Ecosystem has been gaining a lot of traction and hype over 

the last couple months, as liquidity across DeFi protocols, IBC transactions and overall number of 

zones increase. 

Cosmos, as an ecosystem, has a very unique architecture which makes it stand out from all 

other “competitors” like Ethereum, Avalanche, Cardano, Polkadot, etc. This uniqueness set it up 

perfectly to build a cross-chain interoperability solution which gave rise to one of the most incredible 

pieces of technology regarding interoperability in the blockchain space, the Inter Blockchain 

Communication Protocol.  
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Put simply, the IBC allows users to seamlessly and cheaply send assets from one Cosmos 

Zone (each blockchain in this ecosystem is called a Zone) to another with high security guarantees 

in a decentralized manner (ie: Send ATOM tokens from the Cosmos Hub zone to the Osmosis 

Zone). 

In around mid-September 2021, over 700.000 IBC transfers had been successfully done in 

the previous 30 days. At the time of this writing, less than 5 months later, over 11 Million transfers 

have been done in the last 30 days. That is more than a 10-fold increase. Also, in the last 30 days, 

there were over 300 IBC channels and 37 zones active across the ecosystem. 

This is some incredible adoption and these numbers can only be expected to grow even 

further as more users and their assets flock into this booming ecosystem and more protocols launch 

on mainnet meaning even more zones being live. 

 

CARDANO #1 IN TRANSACTION VOLUME 

Since the launch of the first Decentralized Applications (Dapps), mainly Decentralized 

Exchanges (Dex’s) and Non-Fungible-Token (NFT) marketplaces, Cardano has seen its daily 

transaction volume surge and on some occasions, it even beat Ethereum and Bitcoin for the number 

spot in Daily Transaction Volume, despite the current bearish sentiment felt across the entire market 

along with its token price tumbling all the way down to the $0.75 region for a brief moment. 

Surging transaction volumes come as no surprise given utility is finally coming to the 

blockchain after years of development and waiting from investors and potential users. As no 

surprise also came the high network congestion as people rushed to use SundaeSwap, a long-

awaited Decentralized Exchange, in the hours and days following its mainnet launch causing the 

network to become very slow. These slow speeds are probably here to stay for a while as the 

Cardano community awaits the arrival of Hydra, the scaling solution being developed in order to 

tackle this problem.  

The numbers, though, paint a much more encouraging picture if you happen to be a fan of 

Cardano. Over the last 24h, at the time of this writing, according to data extracted from Messari, 

Cardano had a Transaction Volume of over $25B, the highest transaction volume of all other 

blockchains and around seven times more than Ethereum in the same time period. Furthermore, 
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while Ethereum users had to pay over $10M in fees for their cumulative transactions and other gas-

consuming activities/interactions, Cardano users only had to pay around $34,000.00 in fees.  

  Despite Cardano not having transaction fees even remotely as low as some other smart-

contract compatible blockchains — Cardano’s fees are more than 30 times higher than Harmony’s 

for example —  (the average fee has been fluctuating between $0.30 and $0.46 for the last month) 

and the issues causing Ethereum’s fees to be so high being very well known by now, such network 

activity can only indicate that there are a lot of people eager to use both live and soon to be live 

Dapps on its Mainnet who were not discouraged by the market-wide bearish sentiment felt as of 

late. One could perhaps look at these numbers and assume that a lot of this volume is coming from 

people taking advantage of lower transaction fees to transfer stablecoins between Centralized 

Exchanges as is the case with blockchains like Tron. This would be a totally fair assessment, but 

the reality is that CEX’s do not allow you to do that just yet. Also, there do not seem to be many 

stablecoins either. 

To sum it all up, yes, the numbers are likely to be inflated in some way and might not solely 

reflect the demand to use the few Dapps out already, so take this with a grain of salt but these 

metrics paint a very positive outlook nonetheless for the future of this project. 

 

 

PROJECT ANALYSIS: SOLANA 

Solana was founded in 2017, during the ICO (Initial Coin Offering) boom, by Anatoly 

Yakovenko, a former senior engineer manager at Qualcomm. Afterward, Yakovenko worked as a 

software engineer at Dropbox and ended up leaving the company to start building Solana in 2017. 

A year later, Greg Fitzgerald, Anatoly’s ex-colleague from Qualcomm, joined Anatoly Yakovenko as 

the principal engineer to code the blockchain network in the Rust programming language. In March 

2020, Solana’s mainnet beta was launched after the project (previously named Loom) incorporated 

several former Qualcomm employees.  

Solana is a third-generation blockchain that was created in order to address the congestion 

and scalability issues witnessed in existing blockchains. The focus is to improve scalability, such as 

fast confirmation times and higher transaction per second (TPS), presenting the capacity to process 
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up to 50.000 transactions per second. This blockchain supports a variety of DeFi (Decentralized 

Finance) solutions, including the development of DApps (Decentralized Applications) and smart 

contracts. Solana as an open-source blockchain project allows it to be more efficient regarding 

other projects and also, supports smart contracts, including NFTs and as it was mentioned before, 

a variety of DApps.  

Since most decentralized apps run on Ethereum due to its composability, the current 

struggle on managing its high demand is leading to the soaring transactions fees and the congestion 

of the network. Solana on the other hand did not present this struggle so far, exceeding in matters 

of speed and also, of blockage issues and transaction fees. Solana has a transaction fee of 0,000005 

SOL and an average block time of 400 to 800 milliseconds, which makes it a cheaper and faster 

option, leading to multiple users choosing this blockchain as a more suitable alternative. Solana’s 

most popular DApps are 03Swapp, also compatible with Ethereum; SolStarter, a forthcoming IDO 

(Initial DEX-Decentralized Exchange-Offer) launchpad for projects developing on Solana; Arweave, 

a decentralized data storage that allows permanent and immensely redundant file storage; and 

Oxygen, a Decentralized finance prime brokerage protocol that allows the users to extract value 

from their idle assets. 

Although there are a lot of digital assets being launched, new cryptocurrencies continue to 

enter the market, in an attempt to present new assets that show improvements in issues that are 

not yet solved by others. However, the creation of new cryptocurrencies has not yet reached the 

goal wished by all creators: the solving of the blockchain trilemma. The blockchain trilemma 

proposes that there are three main issues in the development of a blockchain: decentralization, 

security, and scalability. It is believed that decentralized networks can only provide two of these 

solutions however a diverse variety of Layer-1 and Layer-2 solutions are being conducted in order 

to overcome this trilemma. 

Solana uses a hybrid consensus algorithm that consists of the combination of PoH (Proof of 

History) and PoS (Proof of Stake). Solana’s PoH algorithm uses cryptography to establish a trustless 

source of time for the system while preserving the network’s degree of decentralization. It simplifies 

the chronological storage of historical data by offering an immutable record of prior events on the 

blockchain. However, the network’s PoH algorithm is not limited to tracking timestamps and local 

time zones, it is used predominantly to guarantee node synchrony, instead of being applied directly 
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for consensus.  By operating parallelly with its PoS layer, it is feasible for nodes to generate their 

own timestamps. Whilst other nodes are processing transactions, the leader node of each node is 

sequencing messages. As soon as transactions are sequenced and have been collected from the 

leader node, the validators settle the transactions and when they have the confirmation, they issue 

their signatures, which are essential to Solana’s proper functioning. These signatures are 

considered as votes by the consensus algorithms as PoS offers its voting mechanism to nominate 

the leader on the network. 

The innovations presented in Solana’s platform enable it to match the capabilities of several 

systems, even centralized ones. Its Tower Byzantine Fault Tolerance consensus, similar to PBFT, 

is also included in that range. Solana’s Tower BFT allows the supervision of the entire blockchain’s 

functions and also, increases the speed of the consensus process by decreasing transaction 

latency and messaging overhead. 

Solana’s ecosystem is Turbine, which mirrors BitTorrent’s propagation technique by 

breaking down data into reduced packets prior to sending them out alongside erasure codes.  

Solana reduces confirmation and leader switching time, which reduces memory pressure on 

validators in the unconfirmed transactions pool, by using its Gulf Stream protocol. Solana also 

employs an engine called Sealevel, which lets the network process a high number of smart contract 

calls at once. The faster validation of transactions and replication of transaction information across 

the nodes, regardless of their hardware, is also possible through its Pipelining infrastructure. The 

necessary scalability on the network is provided by the Cloudbreak protocol, which guarantees that 

data is simultaneously read and written across a network, while the download of data from the 

blockchain into its distributed ledger storage is done in Archivers. The utilization of this diverse set 

of technologies allows Solana network not to rely neither on sharding or any type of Layer-2 

solutions to keep its speed and scalability. This particularity allows the developers to build directly 

on the blockchain, which is much faster than working on Ethereum or Bitcoin. 

Speaking in terms of transfer times, Solana obliterates other coins like, for example, 

Ethereum. While an Ethereum transaction, after 30 network confirmations, takes about 5 minutes, 

a Solana transaction (one of the fastest blockchains), after 31 network confirmations, is practically 

instant. (Kraken) 
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Regarding the famous NFTs, total NFT sales in Solana’s blockchain have recently broken 

the $1 billion limit, in volume. However, these sales still fall behind sales in other blockchains, as we 

can see in the image below. These NFT sales have been a great contributor to Solana’s overall 

growth in the past year. For example, amidst Solana’s large increase between June and November 

(which we will cover below), in September, Solana saw its first NFT sale break the $1 million mark 

and roughly a month later the most expensive NFT sale happened, at $2.1 million. (Cryptoslam). 

 

Figure 2 - NFT Trade Volume by chain (Source: The Block) 

Talking price evolution, however, doesn’t bring much appreciation towards Solana. The 

once called “Ethereum Killer” hasn’t visibility gone out in style as its price plunged almost 70% since 

its all-time high, in November. The image below gives an understanding of Solana’s rise and 

present “downfall”. According to experts, this is mainly because the network faced some 

interruptions and halts and the overall recent bear market. This might also have happened since 

the Bitgert BRC20 blockchain has overtaken Solana as the fastest blockchain and with a cheaper 

gas fee as well.  

However, it hasn’t always been bad, 2021 was a great year for this currency, mainly in the 

last 2 quarters. Solana really performed this year, having had a 9144% change YoY. Looking at 

the 2 last quarters of the year, this is where we can find Solana’s sudden rise – from late July until 

the beginning of November, where it hit its all-time high on the 6th day of the month, Solana 

increased 1002%. (Analytics Insight, CoinMarketCap) 
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Figure 3 - NFT Trade Volume by chain (Source: CoinGecko) 

 

HOT BLOCKCHAIN REPORT: Polkadot (DOT) 

Polkadot is currently one of the biggest blockchain projects worldwide in terms of market 

cap, being on the more popular altcoins. 

Polkadot was founded in 2016 by Gavin Wood, a man who was experienced in the 

blockchain world, being former co-founder and CTO of Ethereum. Polkadot is a blockchain network 

being built to enable Web 3.0, a decentralized and fair internet where users control their data and 

markets prosper from network efficiency and security. This project is currently based in Zug, 

Switzerland, through its heritage of financial security, strong privacy laws, and a pragmatic 

regulatory approach that made this country a hub for blockchain projects. 

Polkadot is a network protocol that allows arbitrary data to be transferred across 

blockchains building a true multi-chain application environment where things like cross-chain 

registries and cross-chain computation are possible. Thus, Polkadot can transfer this data across 

public, open, “permissionless” blockchains as well as private, “permissioned” blockchains which 

makes it possible to build applications that get “permissioned” data from a private blockchain and 

use it on a public blockchain. 
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Polkadot connects a network of heterogeneous blockchains called “parachains” and 

“parathreads”. Simply, “parachains” are sovereign blockchains that can have their tokens and 

optimize their functionality for specific use cases, while “parathreads” are like “parachains” but with 

a pay-as-you-go model, that is more economical for blockchains that don’t need continuous 

connectivity to the network. In the network, these chains connect to and are secured by Polkadot 

Relay Chain, which is the heart of the Polkadot. This “Rely Chain” is responsible for the network’s 

shared security, consensus, and cross-chain interoperability. Finally, these chains can also connect 

with external networks, like other blockchains like Bitcoin or Ethereum, via “Bridges”. Using this 

network technology, Polkadot allows that can be possible to process transactions in parallel, 

enabling highly scalable systems, on the contrary of the current method that only allows a single 

transaction at a time. Thus, transactions can be spread out across the chains of the network, 

allowing many more transactions to be processed in the same period. 

Polkadot stands out from other blockchains for solving many problems that others held back 

so far. This project allows improving a better security model with both Proof-of-Work and Proof-of-

Stake systems. By connecting to Polkadot, other blockchain developers can secure their blockchain 

from the beginning. With growing climate concerns, a green and energy-efficient protocol is well 

received, so meeting this concern, Polkadot uses a Nominated Proof-of-Stake (NPoS) system, that 

uses a small fraction of energy and has one of the the lowest carbon footprint among Proof-of-Stake 

systems analyzed in recent research. Other characteristics that are an asset for this project is that 

it has a transparent governance system, based on Polkadot tokens, and on the other hand this 

project uses a trustworthy consensus algorithm based on “GRANDPA” that allows a more secure 

and resilient network. 

From a cryptocurrency perspective, Polkadot with a ticker $DOT, at the time of this writing, 

is the 12th cryptocurrency with the biggest market capitalization on the crypto market, with a total 

of $17.85 billion. From a trading approach, $DOT is trading at $18.09, almost 66% below its all-time 

highs of $53.88 reached on November 11th, 2021. Even so, $DOT is trading highly above its 52-

week lows of $10.98 reached on July 20th, 2021. 
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DISCLAIMER 

This report was elaborated by Equity Research Analysts from the Research Division of ITIC 

– ISCTE Trading & Investment Club. ISCTE Business School does not take responsibility for the 

information expressed in this document. All data was collected by our analysts from Bloomberg 

L.P. and Thomson Reuters databases and used to generate statistics and graphs in excel software. 

These graphs are property of ITIC and should not be copied.  

ITIC – ISCTE Trading & Investment Club is a Training & Research Association of Finance 

& Investment, headquartered in ISCTE Business School, Lisbon. Copyright 2017 ITIC – ISCTE 

Trading & Investment Club. All rights reserved. This report has been prepared and issued by ITIC 

– ISCTE Trading & Investment Club for publication globally.  

All information used in the publication of this report has been compiled from publicly 

available sources that are believed to be reliable, however we do not guarantee the accuracy or 

completeness of this report. Opinions contained in this report represent those of the equity research 

division of ITIC – ISCTE Trading & Investment Club at the time of publication. The securities 

described in Equity Research may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain categories 

of investors.  

 

No part of this material may be (i) copied, photocopied or duplicated in any form by 

any means or (ii) redistributed without the prior written consent of ITIC – ISCTE Trading & 

Investment Club. 
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Our Club 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#FinancialKnowledge 

ISCTE Trading & Investment Club (ITIC) is a non-profit student organization of ISCTE Business 

School, who promotes training and research in Finance and Investment. The club intends to train 

the best professionals in the industry and promote its analysts by their commitment to producing 

useful and truthful information and analysis based on excellence. 

 

More content in www.itic-iscte.com 

 

Disclaimer: All content present in this newsletter has only an informative nature and should not be seen as financial advisory of any sort. 

 

http://www.itic-iscte.com/

